**Class 08: Transforming Images**

**Held:** Tuesday, 11 September 2007

**Summary:** Today we consider some basic control structures that will allow us to write more interesting image filters.

**Related Pages:**
- EBoard.
- Lab: Transforming Images.
- Reading: Transforming Images.
- Due: Assignment 4: Blending.

**Notes:**
- Starting Thursday, I plan to assign partners for labs.
- This Thursday, we will meet in 3815 rather than 3813.
- Are there questions on any of the returned assignments?
- Assignment 5 is now ready.
- In case you can't tell, I like to teach using a hybrid prospective-experiential-retrospective technique. I consider it particular important to reflect on what you might have learned *after* you attempt the learning.
- I have not printed labs for today, since you should be working with the lab from Friday.

**Overview:**
- Review: Transforming colors.
- Expanding transformations with map.
- Sequencing transformations with compose.
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